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The Japan Ground Self Defense Force has selected Aero Facility’s 
representing Enstrom single turbine engine helicopter that are now 
all actively training for the future pilots.

the Showa Station

Antarctica

Constructed Heliport 
on a hospital roof top

The patented aluminum deck “AI Deck” has been set up at the Showa Station, 
Antarctica in 2006. The “AI Deck” can be constructed without the need for heavy 
machinery and is supporting safe operations in such extreme environments.

Installed a Heliport
in the South Pole

Delivered 30 helicopters 
to Ministry of Defense

Installing our aluminum deck that is lightweight and easy 
to construct, improves visibility and supports safe land-
ings. Including national hospitals, the decks have been 
installed by over 100 hospitals nationwide.



●From Heliport planning to operation: Staff with knowledge of aviation and constructions laws, will pro-
vide total support from the customer’s standing point.
●Introduction on Drone services: Aero Facility will design future plans using a drone, performing site 
surveys and aerial photography of the property.

●Hospital Heliports: With high technology, Aero Facility has built 
safe heliports in a short period of time. Now we have a record of 
constructing over 100 hospital heliports nationwide.
●Disaster prevention Heliports: In addition to emergency activi-
ties in the event of disaster, and working as a rendezvous point for 
EMS, we install various heliports that contribute to local medical 
activities.

Our professional staff provides a total production 
   from consulting to design and construction consistently.

Facility Division

-Sophisticated design makes safety

●Aluminum Deck Heliport: Aero Facility’s Aluminum Deck Heliport is 
known for “lightweight and a beautiful finish” along with “strong and 
maintenance-free”.
●Ancillary equipment of Heliport: Original products such as deicing 
equipment, aviation lighting, “Bond” elevator, fueling equipment, and 
sliding helipads are all available to be introduced.Design

Construction

Consultation

Proposal for the Heliports 
  that meet your needs.



Helicopter Emergency Float Aircraft Ground 
Power Equipment

Aircraft Transportation Tug

●Sales and Overseas’ Repair / Overhaul: Aero Facility sells and 
supports high-performance and special mission equipment for avia-
tion. Overseas repair and overhaul services are also provided for the 
operational equipment.

●Rotor wing and Fixed wing aircraft sales: Aircraft are introduced to match the users’ needs. Aero Facility has a 
record of selling a wide range of aircraft from the Self-Defense force to private users. We are also engaged in selling 
domestic second-hand aircraft overseas.

Piper M600 ENSTROM TH-480B Kodiak 100TBM-940kopter SH09

Full Flight Simulator made by REISER

●Next-generation simulator apparatus: Including a Level D certi-
fied full flight simulator, training equipment is available for the 
operator’s needs. Training capability is for various missions, such as 
emergency operations and instrumental flights.

In recent years, aircraft have become a familiar part of  
  our lives. Aero Facility offers the best proposals on air-
   craft and related services to customers, from a world-  
     wide perspective.

Aviation Division

Aircraft Equipment

Simulator

Aircraft

Forming various requests for
  aviation needs and achieving
    customer satisfaction.
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